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The problem of the motion of a planet within a solar system which is
itself in uniform motion with respect to an "absolute" space has been
discussed from the time of Laplace up to shortly after the advent of
Einstein's gravitational theory. The latest work seems to have been
done by Lodge' and Eddington,' who conclude that the pre-relativity
discrepancies between theory and observation are not explicable in terms
of variability of mass with velocity of the planet.
Apparently no one has thought of applying to gravitation the idea
corresponding to that of effective charge which Lienard2 and Wiechert3
developed in electromagnetism. The application is simple; in order to
determine the potential of a moving gravitating mass we proceed as
follows:
The potential at any point 0 is given by the expression
4) = k f pdVe
re
integrated over the boundaries of the body, dVe and re being the "effective"
volume and radius; the first is the element of volume in a fixed reference
system within which each point of the moving element was located at
the time when it gave rise to the potential existing at 0 at the slightly
later time when the distance from the moving element to 0 is r, while re
is the distance of the center of dVe from 0. Hence in rectangular fixed
axes with x-axis in the direction of motion of the mass, if x, y, z, be the
instantaneous coordinates of a point of any element of the mass, and
Xe, Ye' Ze the effective coordinates, then
Xe = X - vt
Ye = Y
Ze = Z
where v is the velocity of the body and t is the time of propagation of
gravitation from the point to 0. If the coordinates of 0 are x', y', z',
-2= c2t2 (where c is velocity of gravitation)
- (X't - Xe)2 + (y" - Ye)2 + (z' - e)2
- (XI - x)2 + (y' - y)2 + (z' - z)2 + 2vt(x' - x) + v2t2.
Or (C2 - v2)t2 - 2v(x' - x)t - r2 = 0,
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1
_32 {C62(X -X) + [_ (i - (X'-X)2)]}
where , = -
C
X@we = x -,r- 2(x' - x) (if 63 and higher powers are
neglected) and
dXe = Xdx + Xe r dx = (1 + #cOs 0 + 2)dxax br ax
where 0 is angle between x-axis and re.
.-. dVe dye dZe dXe = (1 + ACOSO + '2)dV.
Also re = Ct = r[1 + 6cos 0 + 82 (1 + COS2 0)]
*¢k J¢¢- p(l + # cos 0 + ,2)dV
kfffr[i+ f cosO +-2 (1 +cos2 )]
- k f f P (1 + sin20) dV,
if powers of f8 above the second are ignored, as they will be henceforth
without mention.
Two distinct cases will be dealt with in determining the orbits; in the
first it will be assumed that mass of planet is simply a constant independent
of velocity and of direction of acceleration, while in the second the mass
will be assumed to correspond to that of the Lorentz electron. In both
cases the central mass can be treated as a homogeneous sphere, since only
small corrections are being computed; hence, we may write for the present
purpose
b ='± (1 + 02 sin2 I
where ,u is a constant.
Case 1.-Mass of planet constant.
Here we can apply Lagrange's equations in usual form
dt (hT) - a= Qa. (1.)
dt\6q, bqa
Choosing polar coordinates r, 0 in plane of orbit, and using 6 for ratio
of component of "absolute" velocity of the sun in that plane to velocity
of gravitation, we have, since T -m (r2 + r202)2
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-= mr,2 - =mr2
Q0 1 2r(0br= (r M2 )(13Q8 =- - sin1+20 0) (1.3)
Substituting these values in (1.1) we get the simultaneous equations
d (2- ,IA2 sin 20dt(r20) 2= r and (1.4)
dt dt r2 ( 2d rr (@)2 = - 8( 2 i2@ (1.5)
Multiplying (1.4) by 2r20 we get
d
d (r20)2 = r sin 20.0.
Now, approximately,
h2 1
,u 1 + e cos (0-w)
where h and w are constants, and e is eccentricity of orbit.
d (20)2 h2 132 sin 20 dO
dt 1 + e cos (0-w) dt
whence, on integration,
d0
=
h I 2i sin 20 d = h Ii say- (1-7)
dt r2 1 + e cos (0- )) r A
Hence the operator
d dO d _h d
dt dt do r2 dO
d2r h2II d /I dr W2I rIt d2r 1 dI dr 211 di" 2
*dt2 r2 dO r2 dO r2 r2d02 2rI dO dO r3 r\21
Substituting right side of this equation in (1.5) we get, after rearranging,
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d2r 1 dl dr 2 (dr)h22 / n2
jo2y- o-To -i~o- -r=-- 1 +-sin2 0;dO221 dO dO r dO t1 2
Changing the dependent variable in this equation by setting u = r' so
dr 1 du d2r 1 d2u 2 /du\2that W=---d and - 2= --2 2 + Iid7 '
we obtain, on reduction,
d2+ u+ (1 + sin2 o-khAdId\dO2 h21 2 2MAdO dO
By (1.7)
d3 s 2 and by (1.6) d =
-h-2 e sin (-d0l+ ecos ( - W) dO (
to a sufficient approximation. Hence the differential equation becomes
d2+ U = A 1 +8 sin2 + #2 e sin 20 sin (0- co). (1.8)dO2 h2L 2 2 1 +ecos(O -w)
When it is recalled that for an undisturbed Newtonian orbit, r2 =h,
it is evident from (1.7) that
I =1+ 82 sin 20d0
1 + e cos (0-w)
Hence (1.8) may be written
-+U u A=l# 1+ 2 0 + #2e sin 20 sin, ( -c)
dO2 h 2 2 1+ecos(0-w)
P2 sin 20d0 ]
J 1+ e cos (0- co)
Solution of an equation of this form, i.e.,
d + u = f(O)
is
u = A cos 0 + B sin 0 + f 0f(t) sin ( - t)d. (1.10)
In expanded form, f(O) evidently consists solely of terms in sin'0 cosmO
so that solution will be derived from terms
fesin't cosmisin (0 - t)dt = sin Of e sin"t cosm+l dt
- cos ofe sinf+lt cosm'dt.
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Such integrals yield purely periodic terms (which contribute no observ-
able effects) unless one of the exponents n or m is even while the other
is odd. Furthermore, terms containing powers of the eccentricity e
above the second are negligibly small. Thus the significant terms on
the right side of (1.9) are
132e
2 sin 20 sin (0 - w) + ,22efJsin 20 cos ( - co)dO = f(0).
Using this result in (1.10) and discarding the small periodic terms as they
appear, we get as equation of orbit,
=2 1 + e cos (O -co 8 sin ( 1-,c)
j~~~[ /3~~~2e-
= J2 V + e cos (0- w)
-8 cos 2w.0 sin (0 - w)
- /32e sin 2co.0 cos (0- w)]
which may be written with sufficient approximation
U = h-1A + (e- Me sin 2w. ) cos (0-w + '8 cos 2w.0)].
Hence the perihelion apse advances at rate
COo = - 8 /32 cos 2w8
per revolution, while eccentricity increases by beo = - 8 132e sin 2co per
revolution. Evidently beo = tan 2co. ewo. Hence, using values in
table4 on right below for Mercury, tan 2w = -8.48 = -0.104.
2co = -6 or +174°. Since 5w is positive, cos 2w must be nega-
tive; .-. 2w = 1740. The advance per century w = - 87 /2 cos 2co X 1008 T
(where T is period of revolution expressed in years), or ebw =
257e/32 cos 2w Hence for Mercury, for which e = 0.206 and T = 0.24,T
8.48 X 0.24 X 5 X 10' 8/32= = 63.5 +1 c.
257r X 0.206 X cos 1740
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.-. , = 7.97 X 10-4 and if we assume the velocity of gravitation to
equal that of light, the velocity of system is v = flc = 7.97 X 10-4 X 3
X 10+5 = 239 km. per sec. This is by no means unreasonably large.
Computing ebo and be for the other inner planets on basis of above
values for Mercury and table of longitudes of perihelion, and subtracting
results from outstanding pre-relativity values of discrepancies we find
as remaining discrepancies from observations per century:
PRUSUNT TH19ORY NOWTONIAN THSORY
emco Be e&.o .e
Mercury 0.00 0.43 0.00 =1 0.50 8.48 * 0.43 -0.88 0.50
Venus -0.05 0.25 0.G9 0.31 -0.05 a0.25 +0.21 0.31
Earth -0.03 0.13 -0.10 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.C2 0.10
Mars -1.18 0.34 0.05 0.27 0.75 0.34 0.29 0.27
Thus the present theory is in good agreement with observation, the
discrepancy in perihelial motion of Mars being the only one greater than
the probable error. Possibly the application of this theory to the per-
turbation of Mars by massive Jupiter would remove the latter discrepancy.
Case II.-Mass of planet variable.
Here it is assumed that the inertial mass of the planet is dependent
on direction of acceleration in same way as in the case of the Lorentz
electron, i.e., the mass for acceleration in direction of motion is (1 -
while for acceleration in perpendicular direction it is (1
- 2)1/i where iB
is ratio of absolute velocity of planet in orbital plane to velocity of gravi-
tation; the gravitational force depends only on the constant mo. The
treatment is a little less simple in this case, since the usual form of La-
grange's equations is not applicable.
If rectangular axes are chosen with sun at origin, abscissa in direction
of projection of absolute constant velocity vo of sun, and xy-plane in
plane of orbit, and if 0, so, w and t are angles from x-axis to radius vector
to planet, direction of force, direction of perihelial apse and direction of
instantaneous absolute motion of planet, respectively, then
moat = f(l - 2)/2 and moa, ft (1-#2)'/2
where a and f refer to acceleration and gravitational force, and subscripts
to directions t and perpendicular to t.
moaX = Mo at cost + a,, cos +
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Also f = fcos (t - p) and
A = fsin (t-
Hence
mroax = f[(1-)- Cos t Cos - ) + (1-2)1/2 sin t sin (Q -
=f{(1- [cos t cos -p) + sin sin ( - (p)]
f~~~~~~~Cost~S~-PCo Co
2-[12coss co -o)}
Similarly,
mOay = f [(1- sin sp -_ 2 sin t cos Q - p)
*nm = mo(a2 + ati)1/2 2f- (1 + 2cos2( -
Also
A aX cos <(1 - 1,42) - 32 cost cos -(p)cot xa = - =
ay sin p(1 - 2 sin t cos - (p)
=cot + ,2 COS - ) (sin t cot q-cos )
sin p
Since directions of force and acceleration are but little different, we have
A
approximately on expansion of cot xa in Taylor's series
A A d
cot xa = cot s + (Xa -sp) -cot so +
= cot p - (xa- s) csc2 'p + ...
Comparing the last two equations we find for angle from force to accelera-
tion vector
ca
_(P (t - ) (sin t cot V - cost)
sin 'p csc2 'p
-
-:2 sin 2( -s') = -2 sin 2 ( 0-0), approximately.
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Also it follows from (1.2) and (1.3) that angle from force vector to radius
vector is
0
-s = 2 sin 20
where ,0 = °. Hence angle from radius vector to acceleration vector is
C
= xa-0= (xa - ) - (0-s) = #2sin2(0 -) - sin20. (2.1)
Now since corrections to orbit are very small we can of course compute
j3 from velocity in a truly elliptic orbit. By an elementary theorem the
orbital velocity may then be resolved into a constant component ev1
inclined at constant angle X + 2 with x-axis and another constant com-
2~~~~~~~
ponent vl perpendicular to radius vector, i.e., inclined at angle 0 + with2
x-axis. Hence the orbital component of absolute velocity vl' of planet
has components
-t= vo + evl cos (c + ) + vicos(+ )
= vo - ev1 sin w - v1 sin 0 and
v_ = evl cos w + v1 cos 0-
-
Vx +V;.- 2 = V = Vx+-
C2 s2
= 20 + -2 I [v2(1 + e2)-2evivo sin w] + 2ev. cos (0-w)-2vivo sin 0). (2.2)
(2.1) may be written
v = -[sin 20(1-2 sin2 ) -2 cos 20 sin cos - 0sin 20. (2.3)2 2
Now
sin t = - = L (cos 0 + e cos w)
and
cos 0 - -x= L_1- (sin 0 + e sin A))
V' co8 Va
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Substituting these values in (2.3), and then for 12 from (2.2) we obtain
after a few transformations
v [cos 0 + e cos (20 -c)]
C2
_2 Fe sin (0_ ) + e2 i 2(O- ) (2.4)
If component of acceleration perpendicular to radius in direction of
motion is ae, we have
ca = acos( + v =- sin =-av = - v (2.5)
to usual approximation.
Similarly the acceleration along radius is
Cer =aZ COS v r 2 [1 + 2 coS2 (O-t] ( -2
P2 is negligible. Expanding cos2 (0-t) and substituting above values
of sin (, cos t and j2 and dropping small constant terms and terms in
sin' 0 cos' 0 for which both m and n are even or odd, we find
ar =- [1+ sin E- eos(0-c v)J. (2.6)
In general, the components of acceleration along and perpendicular
to radius vector are, respectively, r - r02 and rO + 2r0. Equating these
values to (2.6) and (2.5),
r- r02 - I +
-p- sin a- e cos (0-co)
and
rO + 2r0 = - A-
r2
Treating these equations just as the corresponding ones in Case I were
treated, we obtain the differential equation
d 2u + A [+2sin _ 2 h2d ddu
dO2 h21 L 2 V 2I(0)d
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where
I=I ~~~vdo = -J@vdO
1+ e cos (O co) -I 1 + e cos (Oe )
Hence finally, if terms containing third and higher powers of e are dropped,
d + l+VlVosin - v1 e cos (O-c)
e v sin (e co) r vdO
2 1 + e Js1+ecos (O- w)
Solving this equation by method used with Case I, we obtain
u=A 1 + e cos(O -c) + 5 e2 vlocos C.O cos (0 -co)W2 ~~~~1-6 c2
+ 1 e2 -1 sin c.O sin (0-o) + 2 vv C COs(}16 c2 C
-2{ + e+ 16 e2vT cos X.O* cos ( -W-16 ei-2° sin w.*
e vivo )
+ c2yTCOS XA. }
to approximation previously used.
Thus the orbits will undergo changes of eccentricity and perihelial phase
per revolution of 27r. e2 1 Cos cw and + 27r.1- e sin c, respectively,16C2 ~~~16 C2si repcvey
together with a slow variation in radius. If X is computed from
the observed motion of Mercury, it is found that the elements for other
planets are nearly zero; the agreement with observation is therefore good.
The rate of variation of radius even for Mercury is small, somewhat below
the limit of observation. However, the value of velocity of solar system in
its own plane turns out so large (about 18,000 km. per sec.) that it would
surely have shown itself in discrepancies in the times of transit of Jupiter's
moons; the value of vo computed in Case I is just too small to be ob'serv-
able in this way.
In view of the requirement of covariance set forth by Bateman and
Einstein, a theory of the kind developed in this paper can scarcely be
given great weight; nevertheless it does seem to show that the classical
potential theory is capable of accounting for planetary motion about as
accurately as does the relativity theory, if less probably.
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